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Integral equations study of solvent e�ets on the struture ofsupramoleular nanoaggregates formed by yanine dyesGennady N. Chuev1∗, Maxim V. Fedorov2†

1 Institute of Theoretial and Experimental Biophysis,Russian Aademy of Siene, Pushhino, Mosow Region, 142290, Russia;
2 Max Plank Institute for Mathematis in the Sienes,Inselstrasse 22, Leipzig, 04103, GermanyWe performed a modeling study of the e�ets of aqueous solvent on thestruture of of supramoleular nanoaggregates formed by yanine dyes. Using asupermoleule approah and the referene interation site model we alulatedoptimal strutures of hydrated monomer-ion, dimer, and tetramer omplexes formedby thea-monomethineyanine dyes and I− ounter-ions. We alulated the bindingand the dimerization energies of the aggregates in vauum and in water. We foundthat the most stable struture of all investigated aggregates in vauum is similarto that of the so-alled H-aggregates. However, we observed that the struture ofthe omplexes hanges while self-assembling in water. The struture of the moststable dimer in water is found to be also similar to that of the H-aggregates,whereas the tetramer omplex shows a struture typial for another strutural formof the omplexes - J-aggregates. We proposed an explanation of this ross-overtransformation. The obtained results orrelate well with available experimental data.I. INTRODUCTIONThe aggregation of moleules into well-de�ned supramoleular assemblies has reentlyattrated muh of attention due to a number of promising nanotehnologial appliations ofthese materials. In partiular, syntheti yanine dyes are popular for onstrution of suhself-assembled systems due to a variety of their industrial appliations [1℄. These dyes anform thread-like supramoleular assemblies in onentrated aqueous solution whih an be
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2haraterized by the appearane of a new distintive absorption band, whih is red-shiftedand very narrow with respet to the monomer absorption peak. These assemblies are usuallyalled J-aggregates [1, 2, 24℄. In some ases, however, there have been observed yanine dyesaggregates with the absorption band shifted towards smaller wavelengths (hypsohromishift) [2℄. Suh assemblies have been alled H-aggregates.Although the yanine dyes aggregates have been experimentally studied for more than ahalf of entury and a wealth of experimental data on the behavior of suh aggregates hasbeen aumulated up to date, there is a ertain lak of information on the supramoleularstruture of the aggregates on atomisti level beause their nonrystalline nature and largesize do not allow one to use the high-resolution X-ray spetrosopy and solution-phase NMRmethods of strutural investigations.These days, the modern moleular modeling methods provide an alternative way ofstudying strutural properties of supramoleular aggregates [6�8℄. However, the standardmethods of diret moleular simulations are hardly appliable to the problem of dyesaggregation in solution beause of the large time sales assoiated with that proess (upto several days [3℄). The large number of solvent degrees of freedom one has to take intoaount in the diret simulations makes suh alulations pratially unfeasible these days.What is why moleular studies of yanine dyes are mainly limited by dye rystals [4℄ oryanine dimers in vauum [5℄.We believe the methods based on the integral equations theory of moleular liquids [9℄ aremore suitable for the omputational treatment of self-assembled yanine aggregates, sineomputational osts required to treat the solvent e�ets by this method are less by 2 ÷ 3orders than it needs in moleular dynamis or Monte-Carlo simulations. Most popular amongthe integral equation theories is the referene interation site model (RISM) pioneered byChandler and Andersen [10℄ and then extended to the dipolar liquids [11℄. The approahis based on alulations of radial distribution funtions (RDF) via the site-site Ornstein-Zernike (SSOZ) integral equation.The goal of this ommuniation is to apply the RISM method to investigate theself-aggregation of yanine dyes on aqueous solution. We will alulate various thea-monomethineyanine (TMMC) dye oligomers up to tetramers arising in water under ambientonditions, i.e. normal pressure and temperature equal to 250C. We will onsider I− as aounter-ion to avoid an additional omplexity aused by �exibility of struture and peuliar



3orientations of moleular ontra-ions. Although the hypernetted hain losure (HNC) hasbeen employed in the original RISM proedure [11℄, the preditions from this method provideonly a qualitative piture for hydrated polar solutes. Therefore we will use a modi�ation ofthe HNC to eliminate this drawbak in omputations of hydration energies [12�14℄.II. METHOD OF COMPUTATION OF SELF-ASSEMBLED AGGREGATESMy main assumption is that arising aggregates an be onsidered within the frameworkof a supermoleule approah [15℄. Following this method, the aggregate is onstrutedfrom moleules of interest and the mean fore potential (MFP) between of the assoiatingonstituents inludes the two ontributions:
F (RΩ) = U(RΩ) + ∆µ(RΩ), (1)where U(RΩ) is the diret pair potential between the moleules, whih depends on thedistane R and the angular orientation Ω of the moleules, while ∆µ(RΩ) is the hange inthe exess free energy due to deposition of the moleules in the solution with a on�gurationdetermined by R and Ω. This exess free energy ∆µ(RΩ) is written as

∆µ(RΩ) = µ(RΩ) − µ(R = ∞), (2)whereas µ(RΩ) is expressed in terms of RDFs guv
sα(r) = huv

sα(r) + 1, whih an be alulatedwithin the RISM framework by the solution of the SSOZ equations:
huv

sα(r) =
∑

m,γ

∫ ∫
wu

sm(|r− r1|)cuv
mγ(|r1 − r2|)χγα(r2)dr1dr2, (3)where χγα(r) = wv

ζβ(r) + ρhvv
ζβ(r) is the solvent suseptibility, ρ denotes the average solventdensity, the supersripts v and u orrespond to the solvent and the solute, Latin symbolsdenote the solute sites and Greek symbols denote the solvent sites. In the above relations,I have introdued an intramoleular orrelation funtion wij = δijδ(r) + (1 − δij)δ(r −

Lij)/4πL2
ij, where Lij is the distane between the sites i and j of a moleule.The above equations inlude also the seond unknown variables cuv

mγ(r) whih are thesite-site diret orrelation funtions. A losure relation is required to omplete set (3). Thesimplest losure is given by the HNC approximation:
cuv
mγ(r) = exp[−βUuv

mγ(r) + γuv
mγ(r)] − γuv

mγ(r) − 1, (4)



4where Uuv
mγ(r) is the intermoleular site-site potential, γuv

mγ(r) = huv
mγ(r)−cuv

mγ(r) is the indiretorrelation funtion, while β = (kBT )−1 where kB is the Boltzmann onstant, and T is theabsolute temperature.The free energy of solvation an be obtained in a losed form within the RISM/HNCtheory [10, 11, 16℄. However, the RDFs responsible for hydrogen bonding are overestimatedby the HNC, whereas the RISM/HNC model is rather poor for thermodynamis ofhydrophobi solvation [17℄. Muh e�ort has been spent to improve the RISM/HNC approahand develop advaned models apable to provide aurate thermodynamis of hydratedmoleules [12, 13℄. I our work we are using a so-alled Partial Wave expansion [13℄ whihgives one the following expression for the exess hemial potential:
βµPW = βµGF + 2πρ

∑

iα

∫ ∞

0

h̃uv
iα (r)huv

iα (r)r2dr, (5)where h̃uv
iα (r) =

∑
jγ wu

ij
−1(r) ∗ huv

jγ (r) ∗ w−1
γα(r) =

∑
γβ cuv

iγ (r) ∗ (δγα + ρhvv
γβ ∗ wv

βα
−1).Reently, we have improved the free energy expression by semiempirial orretionsaounting properly for exluded volume and the hydrogen bonding e�ets [14℄. Theexpression for the exess free energy reads in this ase:

µPWC = µPW + aβ−1ρVu + bδiOH . (6)In this equation, a and b are �tting oe�ients, and Vu = ρ−1 + hvv(k = 0) − huv(k = 0)is the partial molar volume, where hvv(k = 0) and huv(k = 0) are the Fourier transformsof the relevant total orrelations funtions at k = 0. The last term is a orretion due tothe presene of the hydroxyl oxygen, while δiOH means the funtion equals unity in thease of hydroxyl oxygen, and zero in other ases. This term suppresses the e�et of theoverestimated hydrogen bonding.To alulate the optimal on�guration of the supermoleule, we need to evaluate F (RΩ)at various R and Ω and then to �nd the global minimum of the MFP. An initial guess isrequired for R and Ω. As it will be shown, the on�gurations orresponding to the loalminima of U(RΩ) in vauum an be used for this purpose, sine eletrostati interationsbetween the ations and ontra-ions are the driving fore of the aggregation. Furthermore,the hydration of the omplexes do not result in a new minimum, but lead to small hangesin stable and metastable on�gurations. These hanges determine the polarization energy
Ep, i.e. variations of the intramoleular energy of the supermoleule due to displaement of



5its onstituents. Thus, the �nal relation for the MFP is rewritten as:
F (RΩ) = U(RvacΩvac) + ∆µ(RvacΩvac) + Ep(∆R∆Ω). (7)At the same time, the omputational proedure for revealing the struture of the arisingaggregates is summarized as follows: (i) alulate minima U(RΩ) in vauum for the hosensupermoleule by onventional moleular mehanis, (ii) alulate ∆µ(RvacΩvac) by (3) inwater with on�guration RvacΩvac orresponding to a loal minimum of U in vauum, (iii)�nd hanges in the MFP and evaluate Ep aused by the solvent e�et.We use the OPLS-UA fore �eld [18℄ for interation potentials, they are listed in thesupport information. The partial harges have been alulated with the use of Gaussianquantum hemistry pakage. The solute-solvent intermoleular potentials are represented bythe Lennard-Jones (LJ) and the Coulomb terms, with the LJ parameters σuj and εuj aredetermined aording to the ombining rules: σuj = (σu + σj)/2 and εuj =

√
εuεj. I employthe RISM to alulate the water suseptibility and apply the modi�ed SPC/E model ofwater [17℄. These alulations reprodue the main experimental harateristis of bulk water,namely, its dieletri permittivity, positions and amplitudes of RDF responsible for hydrogenbonds, et [19℄. The solute-solvent and solvent-solvent funtions have been alulated by thewavelet algorithm [20℄, whih proposes the expansion of site-site orrelation funtions intothe wavelet series and further alulations of the approximating oe�ients (see, [20, 21℄).As the moleular onformation of the TMMC dye is very sti� we will use a rigid model ofthis moleule in our alulations.III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONInitially, we alulate the hydration of a TMMC monomer and ontra-ion (Table 1).The RDFs obtained for TMMC are typial for organi solutes. Comparing the alulatedhydration energies with the experimental data [22℄, we onlude that relations (??) and(6) yield the values lose to the experimental one in the ase of I−. There are no availableexperimental data on TMMC, but the double hydration energy of 3-methylindole [23℄ anbe used as a reasonable estimate. The omparison of the alulated results with this valueindiates that the PWC approximation leads to reliable estimates for TMMC.Next, we have estimated a monomer-ion formation. There are �ve minima of U for this



6omplex U ∆µ Ep FHNC GF PWC PW HNC GF PWC PW HNC GF PWC PW
I− -62.9 -69.0 -63.0 -59.6TMMC+ 70.9 -19.9 -27.0 -1.7proto-H -62.9 64.3 57.4 53.5 52.9 -0.2 -0.6 -0.4 0.0 1.2 -6.1 -9.8 -10.0proto-J -48.0 47.4 44.1 39.0 40.0 -0.4 -0.8 -0.5 -0.2 -1.0 -4.7 -9.5 -8.2DH -158.1 142.1 118.1 130.3 108.0 -9.8 -7.5 -3.6 -2.3 -25.8 -47.5 -31.4 -52.4DJ -142.7 156.5 108.9 125.6 99.9 -5.5 -7.0 -4.4 -2.7 8.3 -40.8 -21.5 -45.5TH -340.0 245.3 202.4 262.4 188.3 -0.9 -2.2 -0.7 -0.7 -95.6 -139.8 -78.3 -152.4TJ -303.7 222.8 160.4 224.4 149.3 -0.1 0.7 -0.8 1.0 -81.0 -142.6 -80.1 -153.4Òàáëèöà I: The mean-fore potential (F ) and its ontributions for various hydrated aggregates ofTMMC dyes, alulated by the RISM with the use of several modi�ations of the HNC expressionfor the exess free energy.

�èñ. 1: Optimal strutures of the hydrated proto-H (left) and proto-J (right) monomer-ionomplexes. The heavy atoms are only indiated, arbons by yan, nitrogen by blue, and sulfurby yellow olors. The ontra-ion is depited by orange olor.omplex in vauum, three of them lie in the main plane of the monomer, whereas other twominima have o�-plane on�gurations. The global minimum orresponding to the most stableomplex arises when the ontra-ion is loated at distane 3.5 �A above the main moleularTMMC plane and between the nitrogen atoms in the o�-plane on�guration (Fig. 1b) Theonformation with the asymmetrial on-plane loation of the ontra-ion is the least stable



7(Fig. 1a). The di�erene between these minima is about 15 kal/mol in vauum but dereasesdown to 1÷2 kal/mol in water (Table 1). I refer these on�gurations as proto-H and proto-Jomplexes, sine they seem to be prototypes of suh aggregates. The number of minima formonomer-ion omplexes does not hange after dissolution of the omplexes, although theontra-ion shifts slightly with respet to the monomer and the polarization energy is small,i.e. |Ep| << |U |. The HNC expression does not yield orret values for the MFP, while theresults obtained by the GF, the PW, and the PWC models are more or less omparable.
�èñ. 2: Optimal strutures of the hydrated H- (left) and J- (right) dimers. The notions are the sameas in Fig. 1.At the next stage we treated the dimer formation. The alulated ontributions tothe MFP are listed in Table 1 for dimers obtained from proto-H and proto-J omplexes.The magnitude of the ontributions is the same as for monomer-ion omplexes, howeverthe polarization energy is larger and about of 4-7 kal/mol. As it is seen from Table1, my estimates yield that the dimerzation energy of H-dimers is about of -12 kal/mol(PWC), whereas the dimerization energy is less by 7-10 kal/mol than that of J-dimers.These estimates are in agreement with experimental data FDH − 2FH=-13 kal/mol,and FDH − FDJ=-9.5 kal/mol obtained for indoyanine [24℄ and orrelate well with theexperimental dimerization enthalpy for a wide lass of yanine dyes [25℄. The alulatedstrutures of H- and J-dimers are depited in Fig. 2. The plane-to-plane distane in thedimers is approximately 3.9 �A, while slipping angle is about of 260 for J-dimers, thatorrelates also with the value of 220 obtained by minimizing of the Madelung energy ofrystal dyes [26℄. I note also that J-dimers has nonzero dipolar momentum in ontrast toH-dimers. It is due to that ontra-ions bind to monomers from the side of ethanol groups.Apart from the onsidered omplexes, there is a large number of various dimers di�erent byorientations of the monomer planes and side groups, the MFP of the omplexes is higherthan that of H-dimers by 6-12 kal/mol.



8

�èñ. 3: Optimal strutures of the hydrated H- (left) and J- (right) tetramers. The notions are thesame as in Fig. 1.At the last stage, we alulated tetramers formed from the H- and the J-dimers (TH andTJ in Table 1, respetively). The most aurate estimates have been obtained with the use ofthe GF and the PWC approximations as in the ase of dimers. Following my alulations theJ-tetramers have the lowest MFP in water, though H-tetramers are more stable in vauumand have the lowest interation energy U . The di�erene between H- and J-tetramers is about
1÷3 kal/mol, whereas the binding energy of J-dimers is about of -37 kal/mol. The last valueexeeds su�iently the experimental estimates Eag = E[(N + 1) ∗ DJ ] −E[N ∗ DJ ] = −12kal/mol [9℄. However, the experimental data are obtained for binding to large J-aggregatebut not for a tetramer, and hene my estimate of Eag is only the low bound of this energy,sine the binding energy is to derease as the size of J-aggregate rises. Figure 3 shows theoptimal struture of the hydrated J- and H-tetramers. The later have a stairase struture,while the J-tetramers are arranged in a brikwork struture. The strutural parameters oftetramers (slipping angle and plane-to-plane distane) are similar to that of the dimers.We have alulated the oligomers inluding about 200 atoms, however the method an beextended to the oligomers onsisting from dozens and even hundreds of monomers withouta su�ient inrease of omputational osts. We notie, that we treat the monomer as a rigidmoleule. But the developed approah an be extended to the ase of �exible CH-groups.The �exibility of the groups (espeially onneted rings of the monomer) an hange the �atstruture of the monomer and result in tubular forms. To aount the �exibility, we need to



9add the terms responsible for intramoleular interations to potential W and then optimizethe struture of the oligomers with the use of the developed method. An alternative waymay be the energy representation formalism aounting �exibility of solutes [27℄.Aording to our evaluations, we propose the following senario of the aggregation ofTMMC dyes. It seems to be a two-level proess. First, a formation of dimers is required.It is ontrolled by a hydrophobi-hysrophili balane [25℄, whih is a ompetition of variousfators inluding nonlinear and nonloal eletrostati e�ets [28℄. The seond step is the J-aggregation. Although H-aggregates having the optimal harge distribution are most stablein vauum, there is a large number of other metastable oligomers with a higher bindingenergy. The J-aggregates belong to this lass of aggregates, sine the harge distribution inthese aggregates is not optimal (their dipole momentum is not zero). Although the hydratedH-dimers are more stable than the hydrated J-dimers due to this pro�t, the J-aggregationmay dominates for omplexes inluding more than 2 dimers, sine the hydration energy isquadratially proportional to the dipole momentum of the oligomers. Therefore, this stepas well as the ritial number of dimers required for the J-aggregation is ontrolled bypeuliarities of moleular struture of yanine dyes, whereas spei� types of J-aggregation(tubular, brikwork, et) depend on the presene of harged side groups and �exibility ofmoleular struture. The detailed study of these e�ets will be provided elsewhere.IV. CONCLUDING REMARKSUsing the integral equations theory of moleular liquids and the supramoleular approah,we have investigated important steps in the proess of self-aggregation of yanine dyes inwater, namely, formation of monomer-ion omplex, dimers, and tetramers. We have foundthe energetially favorable strutures of the omplexes in vauum and then alulated theoptimal struture of the omplexes in water by minimization of the MFP. Thus, we haveevaluated not only the optimal struture of the omplexes, but also a large number of variousmetastable onformations of the aggregates. The alulated values for the binding and thedimerization energies orrelate well with the experimental data, and explain why the H-bandorresponding to the stable H-dimers is observed in extremely diluted solutions, while theJ-band is revealed only in onentrated solutions. Our estimates are in agreement with theresults obtained by the Monte-Carlo simulations [29℄ and with the experimental data on the



10dimerization energies [24℄. AknowledgmentsWe are thankful to M. V. Basilevsky for fruitful disussions of the work. We aknowledgeE. Nikitina for providing us data on partial harges of TMMC.
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